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A B S T R A C T

Complicated systems are complicated to monitor. The electric grid is one of the most complicated systems,
and subsequently goes under-monitored in many regions around the world that cannot easily afford expensive
meters. However, the electric grid is also critical for sustaining a high quality of life, and requires better
monitoring than is often available to ensure consistent service is provided. Past work has shown that images
taken by satellites during the night, capturing nighttime illumination (‘‘nightlights’’), could provide a proxy
measurement of grid performance for minimal cost. We build upon earlier work by identifying the pixel
z-score – a statistical measurement of a pixel’s illumination relative to its history – as a key method for
detecting electricity outages from the often-noisy nightlights dataset. We then train and validate our approach
against observations from a network of on-the-ground power outage sensors in our observation area of Accra,
Ghana, a dataset representing the largest collection of utility-independent electricity reliability measurements
on the African continent. Using multiple machine learning techniques for estimating potential outages from
nightlight images, we obtain high performance for predicting outages in Accra at scales as small as a single
pixel (0.2 km2) and with training datasets as small as three months of illumination/sensor data. We further
validate our methodology beyond the spatio-temporal coverage of the on-the-ground sensor deployment against
a human-labeled dataset of outages by neighborhood throughout Accra. Delving deeper into the applications
and limitations of available datasets and our work, we conclude by highlighting questions about the generality
of our method vital to understanding its potential for low-cost worldwide measurements of grid reliability.
1. Introduction

Access to electricity, widespread but not universal, is a vital input to
human and societal development the world over. However, unreliable
electricity is the norm for billions of people across many low- and
middle-income countries, stifling growth and livelihoods. Frustratingly,
a failure to measure where and to what extent electricity grids are
unreliable hinders the progress needed for communities to flourish.

While it is typical for electricity system operators in high-income
countries to measure grid reliability with a mix of in-network and
endpoint sensors, a dearth of regulations to publicly report data re-
sult in few if any widely available grid reliability statistics. In low-
and middle-income countries, the situation is further exacerbated by
utilities that only have automated data collection systems at the high-
voltage transmission tier of their electricity grids, with little to no
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consistent measurement of electricity distribution outages; this results
in utilities typically vastly under-counting outages [1,2]. In these set-
tings, outage data usually only arise from phone calls and social media
reports from exasperated consumers, methods that suffer from con-
sumer apathy, potential manipulation by outage response personnel,
and a persistent inability to associate outage reports with the affected
grid components [2]. While many settings encounter outages caused
by electricity supply shortages, a high rate of outages persists even in
settings with excess electricity supplies, as a result of brittle grid infras-
tructure [3]. Further, backup systems (e.g., generators and inverters)
are neither deployed in enough volume nor are they networked in order
to provide public outage data.
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Fig. 1. The OpenStreetMap [4] view (a) and overlapping VIIRS nightlight [5] view (b) with delineated city borders show the spatial extent of the nightlight sample in Accra.
VIIRS nightlight view (b) was captured on an outage-free night (May 21, 2020). VIIRS nightlight view (c) was captured on May 22, 2020, when many parts of Accra experienced
a power outage, especially Western Accra [6], which caused a significant drop in the radiance of affected pixels relative to the previous night, i.e., view (b).
Fig. 2. Typical daily radiance profile and signal trend for a single pixel taken across the
entire nightlight dataset are shown before pre-processing (top) and after pre-processing
(bottom). Unit of radiance is nano-watts per steradian per square centimeter.

For utilities in low- and middle-income countries to address this
problem with sufficient automated in-network and endpoint sensing
would typically cost in the billions of USD per country – often too large
an investment to sustain in the face of other development priorities.
As a low-cost alternative, satellite-based grid reliability measurement –
typically derived from nighttime illumination measurements – has long
presented the tantalizing prospect of incomparable coverage over space
and time, measured independently of electricity utilities.

In this work, we develop a technique for predicting when an area
is experiencing a power outage using satellite nighttime lights (NL)
data. We validate our technique with what we believe is the single
largest ground-measured reliability dataset from a developing region
presented in the literature — collected by 721 sensors deployed in
Accra, the capital of Ghana, over a period of 27 months. We identify the
pixel z-score – a measure of how much a given day’s radiance deviated
from the pixel’s mean radiance level – as a key statistical metric for
identifying outages from daily NL data, which are noisy (see Fig. 2). We
provide evidence that the pixel z-score is an excellent proxy for outages
detected by the ground-based sensors. We use this insight to evaluate
for the first time the true fidelity and limits of NL data – showing what
scale of outages are and are not detectable with this dataset – and to
characterize the volume of temporal and spatial data needed for our
approach to be accurate. To sanity-check our approach, we test our
developed technique against a human-labeled dataset of outages by
2

neighborhood throughout the city — providing further validation of
our method during an out-of-sample period in out-of-sample locations.

Finally, we explain the next steps needed to translate our model
into one that is usable by policymakers and researchers more broadly.
We caution that there is likely a ceiling to performance at least until
more ground truth data are available and spatial and temporal reso-
lution of nightlight data is improved. We also address concerns about
generalizing our method and propose experiments needed to evaluate
this property.

While our technique cannot provide the type of granular outage
data that is needed for enhancing utility system operations, it does offer
measurements that are aggregated, historical, and (partially) transfer-
able, enabling post hoc analysis of electricity grid supply performance
and comparisons among or within cities or regions. This work demon-
strates a feasible first step towards a scalable, non-intrusive, and low-
cost grid monitoring solution for regions with poorly-monitored grids.
We believe that our measurements of electricity supply inconsistency
will be of great interest to both regulators and operators as well as pol-
icymakers and researchers in the absence of widespread grid reliability
sensing. The former will benefit from the ability to assess, monitor,
and respond to electricity system performance while the latter will be
able to study the historical record of grid reliability to understand its
importance and relation to other socioeconomic outcomes of interest.

2. Related work

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Operational Line Scan
(DMSP-OLS) and the Suomi National Polar Orbiting Partnership (Suomi
NPP) Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) are the two
most prominent sources of NL data with NPP-VIIRS being the latest
generation instrument. Processed VIIRS NL data in the form of yearly,
monthly and daily composites are publicly available [7–9]. Our work
explores the potential of daily VIIRS NL data to estimate power supply
inconsistencies using PowerWatch sensors [2] in the city of Accra,
Ghana. PowerWatch has produced the largest and highest resolution
utility-independent power quality dataset in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Satellite data have long been proposed as a solution for grid re-
liability sensing [10–17], though often with little to no ground-truth
validation.

Closest to our work is a paper by Mann et al. [17], which com-
bines daily VIIRS data and reliability data recorded by voltage meters
deployed across 39 different locations on the ground [18] to train a
random forest model to detect outages in the state of Maharashtra,
India, for a period of 9 months in 2015. While our goals are broadly
similar, our work differs in a few key ways: (1) the sensor deployment
we make use of has significantly better coverage in both the temporal
(9 months vs. 27 months) and spatial (39 pixels coverage vs. 210
pixels) dimensions than this previous work. This allows us to leverage
nearly 10 times more NL observations when training and evaluating our
models for detecting outages using NL and lets us better explore the
relationships between spatial and temporal resolution and predictive
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power. (2) Mann et al. [17] showed a 62% error rate for the task of cor-
rectly identifying individual outages using NL data, while our technique
demonstrates 3x improvement on the same task. (3) Additionally, our
work evaluates the meta-system which is left out of Mann et al. [17],
and in fact a key contribution of this work is our evaluation of the base
statistical measures for detecting outages of different types and sizes.

The rest of the literature differs from our study in so far as it relies
on monthly or annual VIIRS composites (lower temporal resolution)
or on village/city-level reliability estimates (lower spatial resolution)
as ground truth for supply inconsistency measurements. Studies have
shown that nighttime satellite observations can detect wide-area grid
outages that span over multiple days [12–14]. Most studies using NL
data have relied on monthly or annual NL composites as ground truth
for reliability or supply-inconsistency measurements. Min et al. [16]
proposed an annual power supply irregularity index to compare power
supply inconsistency across 600,000 villages in India using the standard
deviation of radiance levels in DMSP-OLS NL data spanning from 1993
to 2013. Elvidge et al. [15] used monthly VIIRS NL composites to
explore power disruption patterns in India’s Gangetic Plains. Dugoua
et al. in their working paper [11] developed a tool that uses monthly
VIIRS NL composites to estimate electricity reliability at the village
level in Uttar Pradesh state, India. Authors of [19] proposed that annual
cycling patterns in the NL data for different states of India can be
indicative of power supply inconsistencies in those states. More recently
Elvidge et al. [10] proposed multiple indices to estimate city-level
power supply irregularities using daily VIIRS NL data, however, the
presence of direct measurements of reliability lets us sidestep the need
for these types of heuristics.

Furthermore, researchers have used NL data for a variety of applica-
tions in different fields, including non-intrusively analyzing the impacts
of war [14,20], identifying damage caused by natural disasters [21,22],
monitoring restoration and recovery efforts following a natural or
man-made disaster [14,20,22], estimating socio-economic parameters
like poverty [23], studying the impacts of political institutions on
distribution of electricity in developing regions [24], tracking electri-
fication [25,26], characterizing energy consumption patterns [26,27],
and tracking human activity [28], most recently during the COVID-19
pandemic [29,30].

3. Data and pre-processing

This paper primarily employs two large datasets: (1) a nighttime
lights dataset collected by satellite and (2) a grid reliability dataset
collected by a deployment of plug sensors.

3.1. Nighttime lights data

Since 1992, a constellation of U.S. government weather satellites
has recorded daily measurements that capture the illumination of the
Earth each night. In particular, since 2012, NPP-VIIRS records daily
nighttime lights observations at a resolution of 750 m. [5]. These are
then processed and converted into a grid with a spatial resolution of
15 arc-seconds (approximately 450 m at the equator) by the Earth
Observation Group (EOG) at the Payne Institute for Public Policy,
Colorado School of Mines [9].

3.1.1. Sample size
The NL grid for our study area – Accra, Ghana, in West Africa

– is 78 × 128 pixels with a pixel resolution of 15-arc seconds. The
upper left corner of our study-area grid is 5◦49′15′′N, 0◦30′15′′W.

ccra’s NL images captured on May 21 and May 22, 2020, are shown
n Fig. 1(b) and (c). The NPP-Suomi satellite’s daily flyover time for
ccra varies during the period from 0:00 am and 3:00 am local time

GMT). Accra’s NL data consists of daily temporal profiles of radiance
or every pixel from April 2012 to September 2020, as seen in Fig. 2.
he unit reported for radiance is nano-watts per steradian per square
entimeter (nW∕sr∕cm2).
3

3.1.2. Data pre-processing
In addition to pixel radiance, the daily NL dataset provides pixel-

level metadata – stray light flag, cloud flag, sensor zenith angle or
sample position, and lunar illuminance – recorded by the instruments
hosted on the same satellite. As the first pre-processing step, we pre-
served the NL readings with stray light flag values indicating ‘‘no
impact’’ or ‘‘corrected for stray light’’. The majority of pixels in Accra
were not affected by stray light and the remaining ones were corrected
from the source, and therefore we did not lose any data points due to
stray light.

The second pre-processing step is to filter out cloudy pixels using
the cloud flag. The cloud flag for each pixel on a given day indicates
one of the four conditions – ‘‘confidently clear’’, ‘‘probably clear’’,
‘‘confidently cloudy’’, and ‘‘probably cloudy’’. The presence of thick
clouds on moon-free nights tends to attenuate surface lighting observed
by the satellite leading to the dimming of NL radiances [10,31]. Such
a radiance attenuation effect is observed in both urban (well-lit) and
rural (dim-lit) areas on moon-free nights. But cloud contamination gets
more complex on moon-lit nights. Researchers have shown that in areas
with dim lighting, moon-lit clouds can be brighter than the region’s
uncontaminated (cloud-free, moon-free) surface lighting resulting in
inflated NL radiances for the region [10,31]. The magnitude of inflation
or attenuation of a pixel’s observed radiance is also dependent on
the thickness of cloud cover. To avoid any misleading results due to
such cloudy pixels, we only preserved the readings with cloud flag
indicating ‘‘confidently clear’’ and filtered out the rest. This obscured
57.6% of Accra’s NL readings during our period of study. Moreover,
the VIIRS cloud detection technique is ≈85% accurate which makes
cloud misclassification a major source of uncertainties in the VIIRS data
suite [31]. Therefore, we chose to limit our exposure to uncertainties by
utilizing only the ‘‘confidently clear’’ readings. It is also worth noting
that we do not apply any spatio-temporal gap-filling techniques to
compensate for lost readings to steer clear of uncertainties related to
synthetic gap-filled values.

The third pre-processing step is to correct pixel radiance profiles for
the satellite’s zenith angle. Depending on the satellite’s zenith angle
(SZA) and the types of buildings in a pixel, substantial differences in
a pixel’s radiance can be observed as a function of SZA. Authors of
[10,31] observed high variance in a pixel’s radiance as a function of
SZA and showed that a pixel’s radiance at 60◦ SZA could be 1.6–4
times higher than its radiance at nadir. In order to compensate for the
SZA effect, we implemented an SZA-radiance normalization approach
proposed in [10]. This approach normalizes the radiance of a pixel
recorded at different SZA to match with the pixel’s radiance pattern
at nadir, resulting in the reduction of variance in radiance profiles.

The final pre-processing step is the lunar correction of cloud-free,
scan-angle corrected NL radiance. Lunar irradiance has a significant
impact on the radiance of dimly lit regions. For example, previous
work [31] has shown that radiance of a rural pixel increased from
≈1 nW∕sr∕cm2 on moon-free nights to ≈10 nW∕sr∕cm2 on full moon
nights. Furthermore, authors in [10,31] observed a high correlation
between lunar illuminance and radiance of pixels in dim-lit areas.
But unlike rural areas, lunar irradiance has minimal to no effect on
the radiance of well-lit regions like urban centers. We corrected for
lunar illuminance using the technique proposed in [10] which models
the contribution of lunar illumination to a pixel’s radiance and then
subtracts the lunar component from the observed radiance. It lowered
the variance observed in the radiance of rural pixels and reduced the
correlation between their radiance and lunar illumination whereas the
radiance of urban pixels remained broadly unchanged. Detailed de-
scriptions of lunar and scan-angle correction methodologies are omitted
for brevity and we refer the reader to [10] for more details.

At the end of the pre-processing stage, every pixel’s radiance profile
has been filtered for clouds and corrected for stray light, scan-angle
effects from the satellite track, and lunar illumination to reduce the

noise and mitigate steep discontinuities in NL data. Fig. 2 shows the
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daily radiance profile of a pixel from Accra before and after pre-
processing. Our key claim is that the residual fluctuations observed in
filtered and corrected NL data can be attributed to external factors like
power outages (discussed in detail in Section 4.1).

3.1.3. NL-based indices
We identify two specific indices for analysis in this work: z-scores

and dispersion index. Both indices consider pixel illumination relative
to other readings for the same pixel. Z-score for a given pixel is
calculated as 𝑍𝑝𝑡 = (𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑝𝑡−𝜇𝑝)∕𝜎𝑝, where 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑝𝑡 is the radiance of a pixel
𝑝 on day 𝑡, and 𝜇𝑝 and 𝜎𝑝 are the mean and standard deviation of pixel
𝑝 over a specific timeline (weeks, months, or years). Z-score facilitates
consistent comparison of deviations observed in the radiance of pixels
irrespective of their mean brightness levels. A pixel’s z-score tells you
how many standard deviations away that pixel’s radiance is from its
mean. A positive or negative z-score for a pixel indicates radiance that
was above or below the mean, i.e., that the pixel was brighter or darker.
Since Accra’s NL values do not grow appreciably over a single year,
instead of de-trending the data, we simply compute yearly radiance
mean and radiance standard deviation and then compute daily z-scores
of pixels on a year-to-year basis.

We did not find the dispersion index to be a very influential metric
for studying outage experiences at pixel-level as compared to z-scores.
Readers can refer to Appendix B for a detailed evaluation of the
dispersion index.

3.1.4. Challenges
NL data is highly noisy. Fig. 2(b) shows the daily radiance profile of

a pixel in Accra that never reported any outages, on cloud-free nights.
It shows that even a relatively reliable NL pixel exhibits high variance
in its daily radiance. A fair amount of work is required to get the signal
out of NL data because of its noisy nature.

It is also important to note that data scarcity is a common problem
in developing regions. NL data is captured once per night, limiting tem-
poral resolution. At present, there are only two satellites that capture
daily nightlight data for Accra, and while these two satellites do not
often overlap, when they do we use both readings.

3.2. PowerWatch sample

This work depends on a previously existing deployment of power
quality sensors in Accra, called PowerWatch, to provide ground truth
measurements of power outages and their duration. These sensors were
deployed independently of this work to help improve estimates of grid
reliability for the monitoring and evaluation efforts of a large invest-
ment in the electricity grid in Accra led by the Millennium Challenge
Corporation [2]. In this work, we used data from three districts in
Accra — Achimota, Kaneshie, and Dansoman collected over 27 months
by 721 sensors. Achimota, Kaneshie, and Dansoman districts contain
52%, 16%, and 32% of the total sensors, respectively, and the overall
deployment covers an area of approximately 130 km2 [2].

3.2.1. Data description
PowerWatch devices are installed at outlets in households and

businesses. GPS accuracy of the sensors lies within a few tens of
meters which enables estimation of outage footprints independent of
the underlying grid topology [2]. Whenever the sensor loses power or
regains power, the devices send timestamped reports to a central server,
where these reports are spatio-temporally clustered. A true positive
outage requires at least two sensors to report a loss of power near
together in space and time. PowerWatch is described in more detail
in [2]. The PowerWatch central service returns a dataset so that each
row represents an outage, and contains the list of sensors participating
in the outage, the start and stop time of the outage, the number of
4

sensors (size) of the outage, and the area of the outage (convex hull).
Fig. 3. Left: Outages occurring during the possible fly-over window. Center: Outages
that intersected with a specific night’s fly-over and did not have cloud cover. Right:
Size of observed outages. The more the number of sensors reporting an outage, the
larger is the spatial extent of an outage.

Fig. 4. Percentage chance of an ongoing outage by the hour of the day. An outage is
half as likely to occur during the satellite’s observation period (0–3 am) as during the
grid’s peak hours.

3.2.2. Limitations
The PowerWatch dataset comprises the largest and

highest-resolution utility-independent measurement of power reliabil-
ity on the African continent. However, PowerWatch sensors are only
placed on a subset of the grid, leading to potential under-sampling
of low-voltage outages (which may only impact a small, localized
section of the grid). Larger outages tend to impact much of the grid
simultaneously and increase the likelihood that a PowerWatch sensor
is present to detect the outage.

4. Detecting outages

When the power goes out, lights go out. We, therefore, assume
that an unusual dip in a region’s (defined as a set of adjacent pixels)
illumination levels is most likely caused by an outage occurring in that
region. Expanding this observation, we can hypothesize that frequent
sudden changes in a region’s illumination levels can be attributed to
electric supply inconsistency, while consistent illumination levels indi-
cate a consistent electric supply. However, in doing so we must also be
mindful that daily NL data can also have minor random variations and
periodicity unrelated to outages. In this section, we present a method to
detect outages using NL data, which we developed and evaluated based
on the presence of high-frequency, high-resolution measurements taken
by PowerWatch.

4.1. Overlap with PowerWatch

We only consider NL data that overlaps with the PowerWatch
data for the supply inconsistency analysis. Fig. 3 summarizes the 426
PowerWatch outages that overlap with the nightlight dataset, a compar-
atively small percentage (7.2%) over the full PowerWatch dataset. The

following subsection describes the steps taken to determine overlap.
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Fig. 5. The proportion of outage duration experienced during an entire day (0 am–
11:59 pm) versus only during the satellite’s observation period (0–3 am). 𝑅2 = 0.92.
ach point represents a monitored pixel. From this relationship we see that power
upply inconsistency during nighttime is representative of power supply inconsistency
uring the entire day.

.1.1. PowerWatch sample
We use data collected from 721 PowerWatch sensors deployed

cross Accra between June 2018 and September 2020. PowerWatch
ensors are present in 210 of the 9984 nightlight pixels that cover Accra
each square pixel is 15 arc-seconds per size, or ≈450 m at the equator).
owerWatch sensors reported a total of 5918 outages over the course of
he deployment. We refer to the pixels containing PowerWatch sensors
s monitored pixels throughout this work and assume that a monitored
ixel is experiencing an outage if at least one sensor inside the pixel
eports an outage. This may seem strange, as PowerWatch considers
pace–time clusters before reporting an outage and ignores the reports
rom a single sensor, however a single sensor in a pixel can be part of a
luster across pixels so its presence still provides coverage. Monitored
ixels span over an area of approximately 125 km2 and there is an
verage of 4 PowerWatch sensors present in a monitored pixel and a
aximum of 10.

.1.2. Nightlight sample
The satellite captures Accra’s nighttime scene between midnight

nd 3 am local time (GMT) daily as it flies overhead (this window is
ommonly referred to as the observation period), providing a temporal
ound for any directly observable outages. PowerWatch recorded 1083
utages (18% of the total) during the satellite’s observation period
cross the length of the deployment. We can characterize how the rela-
ively narrow observation period impacts the coverage of a nightlight-
ased outage detection system by comparing outages recorded by
owerWatch during peak hours (10 am to 2 pm) to those collected
y PowerWatch during the satellite’s observation time, an exercise
isplayed as Fig. 4. We find that during peak hours the grid is likely to
xperience over twice as many outages as would be expected during
he satellite observation period providing a source of error on an
bsolute basis. These dynamics lower our supply consistency estimates
biasing towards estimating stable grids), but as we show in Fig. 3, we
an partially mitigate this by estimating the extent of suppression. At
he same time, we also observe that pixels that experience a higher
roportion of outage duration during the satellite’s observation period
end to experience a higher proportion of outage duration during the
ntire day, providing confidence that inference based on satellite data
ollected during the observation period is representative on a relative
asis. This strong agreement, shown in Fig. 5, means that if we are able
o accurately predict the supply inconsistencies during the flyover hours
e can then easily translate that into an estimate of grid unreliability

or all hours of the day.
Further limiting our sample, we observe that although the obser-

ation period is a number of hours, only outages that are ongoing
5

uring the instant of image capture are being sampled (we refer to d
hese outages as flyover outages). Additionally, we can only consider
atellite observations on cloud-free nights as radiance attenuation due
o clouds can produce misleading results, and this further reduces the
umber of flyover outages observed by the satellite. As shown in Fig. 3,
lyover outages observed on cloud-free nights constitute 39% of the
otal outages recorded by PowerWatch during the satellite’s observation
eriod, leaving 426 outages that fully intersect between PowerWatch
nd NL. While this sample is somewhat limited, we show in Appendix A
hat cloud patterns do not excessively bias this dataset towards periods
f fewer outages.

.1.3. Classifying outages
In addition to outage occurrence and restoration timestamps, Pow-

rWatch data also provides the cluster size of an outage, i.e., the total
umber of sensors that reported an outage within a 90 s period from
he first sensor reporting an outage. Outage cluster size provides two
mportant pieces of information that can be useful when searching
or outage signals in NL data: (1) Confidence. The more PowerWatch
ensors reporting an outage, the more likely the outage as viewed by
owerWatch is a true positive outage, and (2) Scale. As the PowerWatch
luster size increases, the outage will have a larger affected area — we
omputed the correlation between cluster size and area to be 𝑟2 = 0.975,

indicating very strong agreement.
Based on the area covered by outages of different cluster sizes, we

classify outages into three categories — small outages (2 ≤ 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 <
), large outages (4 ≤ 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 < 10), and very large outages
𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ≥ 10). Mean hull areas of small, large, and very large
lyover outages are 0.04 km2, 1.14 km2, and 39.23 km2 respectively.
ig. 3 gives the total number of observed flyover outages belonging
o each category. This information allows us to analyze the impact of
utages of different scales on the dynamics of NL radiance.

.1.4. Edge case detection
Some outages in the PowerWatch dataset lasted for multiple days,

eading to multiple observations by the satellite. To handle this, we
ivide a long-lasting outage into daily instances and assign a unique
utage label to each instance. For example, if an outage started on
arch 20, 1 am and power was restored on March 21, 9 pm, the

atellite would observe the same outage on March 20 and 21 assuming
oth days were cloud-free. Since an outage was captured twice in this
ase, we assign a unique label to each of the two outage instances
nd treat them as separate outages. Therefore, each outage label will
epresent a unique outage-day pair. This increases the final dataset
sed for analysis in this section to contain 977 unique outage-day pairs
bserved by the satellite.

.2. Methodology

The primary factors that determine the radiance of a pixel are the
opulation density inside the pixel and whether the pixel is in an urban,
ural, or peri-urban environment. The mean NL radiance of monitored
ixels in Accra varies from 6 to 30 nW∕sr∕cm2. Comparing deviations
n radiance between pixels with different radiance levels can be mis-
eading, so we use z-scores of pixel radiance (i.e., pixel radiances are
nly compared to themselves) instead of raw radiance values. Z-scores
re computed for every pixel on a per-day basis. The methodology we
se to compute pixels’ z-scores is described in Section 3.1. Z-scores
llow us to consistently quantify and compare the deviations observed
n radiance across different pixels irrespective of their radiance levels.
ignificantly high or low z-scores can be indicative of unusual events
n the ground like power outages and we explore this finding in more

etail in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
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Fig. 6. Median z-score of Accra’s NL radiance over time. A significant dip in Accra’s
median z-score indicates unstable lighting levels during the peak ‘‘Dumsor’’ period —
late 2014 to early 2016.

4.3. Sanity check: Dumsor detection

In 2012, increasing demand for electricity and insufficient supply
marked the beginning of a sustained period of power instability in
Ghana that became known as ‘‘Dumsor’’ (combining the Twi words
for off, ‘‘dum’’, and on, ‘‘sor’’) [32,33]. Dumsor peaked from late 2014
through late 2015 or early 2016 [33].

Dumsor consisted of frequent rolling blackouts and was prevalent
across Accra, and so we expect the region-wide aggregated values of
z-score and dispersion index to indicate a significant difference in NL
radiance during the peak Dumsor period relative to their pre- and
post-Dumsor values.

Indeed, the median monthly and yearly z-scores, shown in Fig. 6,
exhibit a dip from November 2014 to June 2016 closely corresponding
to, and likely attributable to, the Dumsor peak period. Further, median
z-scores show Accra experienced relatively low illumination levels in
2015 and 2016, corresponding to the Dumsor power crisis.

Accra’s average radiance grew significantly from 5.4 nW∕sr∕cm2 in
012 to 10.14 nW∕sr∕cm2 in 2020, with a dip observed in 2015. For
his specific analysis, in order to avoid the impact of this 8 year long,
inear growth trend on z-score calculations we de-trended the radiance
ime-series data of every pixel. Pixel-level daily z-scores were computed
sing the mean and variance of the entire 8-year, de-trended time-
eries. Accra’s median monthly and yearly z-score values were obtained
y computing the median of all pixels’ z-scores over the entire month
nd year, respectively.

The results obtained using z-scores show that the metric is able to
etect large changes in lighting on the ground via satellite data [12–
4]. Furthermore, the increasing trend of Accra’s median z-score fol-
owing 2015 indicates improvement in the region’s power-supply con-
istency following peak Dumsor. This observation aligns with the in-
ormation on progressively more stable power as reported by Ghanaian
tilities [33,34].

.4. Results

We present our key findings on how well our methodology can
etect outages. We looked at z-scores of all the monitored pixels under
utage and no outage conditions separately. Pixels when experiencing
n outage reported z-scores with a mean of −0.98 and a standard
eviation of 1.2. The same pixels while not experiencing an outage
eported z-scores with a mean of 0.05 and a standard deviation of
.08. Fig. 7 shows a CDF of z-scores of pixels with different outage
xperiences, where small outages refer to outages with cluster size <
and large outages are outages with cluster size ≥ 4. Four important

bservations to be made based on this CDF plot: (1) The variance of
pixel’s z-score when experiencing an outage is significantly higher

han when it is not under an outage which is an indicator of higher
luctuations in a pixel’s radiance during an outage, (2) the CDF plot
oves towards the negative side of the z-score spectrum as we go from
6

Fig. 7. CDF of z-scores of pixels under no outage, small outage, and large outage
conditions. Total px represents the total number of pixels that experienced at least one
of the three outage conditions — no, small, and large.

Fig. 8. Distributions of mean outage z-scores by outage cluster size. 0 represents no
outage. Using NL, it is difficult to differentiate between regions experiencing smaller
outages (cluster size < 4) and regions experiencing no outages at all. Larger outages
cluster size ≥ 4) are relatively easier to identify.

maller outages to larger outages, (3) the distribution of z-scores of
ixels under small outages overlaps the distribution of z-scores of pixels
nder no outage, making it difficult to disambiguate whether a pixel is
xperiencing a small outage or no outage at all by using its z-scores,
nd (4) it is easier to differentiate and identify pixels experiencing a
arger outage from pixels not experiencing an outage.

It is also important to note that we observe z-scores on both sides
f the spectrum – positive and negative – when pixels are experi-
ncing a small outage. Since NL observations are heavily influenced
y street lights, pixels tend to exhibit negative z-scores when small
utages impact outdoor lighting. But when a small outage does not
ffect outdoor lighting, it has a negligible impact on the pixel’s overall
adiance. In this situation, a pixel’s brightness is more likely to be
nfluenced by other external factors than the underlying outage. Such

pixel could potentially appear brighter (positive z-score) due to
hree possible reasons: (1) increased ambient lighting in the region —
typical traffic conditions leading to extra lights, infrequently occurring
ight market, holiday/event celebrations [25], (2) cross-spillage of
ight from neighboring pixels [35], (3) misclassified clouds reflecting
oonlight [31].

Furthermore, we analyzed the distribution of mean z-scores of all
he observed outages grouped by their cluster sizes. The mean z-score
f an outage is equal to the mean of z-scores of all the monitored
ixels reporting an outage on a given day. Fig. 8 shows how much the
ean z-scores of outages of a given size vary. An outage cluster size

f 0 represents the mean z-scores of all the monitored pixels that were
ot reporting an outage. Outages with cluster size < 4 exhibit similar
ariance in their z-scores as the region not experiencing any outages,
hich again indicates that it is difficult to identify and differentiate

egions experiencing smaller outages from regions not experiencing
ny outages on a given day. The overall z-score distribution starts
oving downwards towards the negative end of the z-score spectrum

ndicating noticeable dips in radiance during larger outages. However,
ven though these dips are not directly proportional to outage cluster
izes, the sample size of these outage cluster sizes is small, limiting their
redictive value.
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5. Outage prediction

In this section we attempt to train an outage predictor that uses the
signal extracted in Section 4.4.

5.1. Preparing data

We divided Accra’s NL grid into square patches of size 𝑘× 𝑘 pixels2
where 𝑘 varied from 1 to 10 pixels. The goal was to predict whether a
given patch on a given day contained a large outage or not. Spatial
grouping of pixels allows us to factor in the impact of an outage
on the immediate neighbors of an outage reporting pixel. Since we
only possessed ground truth data for monitored pixels, we selected
patches that contained at least one monitored pixel for training and
testing purposes. Furthermore, recalling that z-score is only capable of
detecting relatively larger outages, we labeled a patch-day tuple as an
‘‘outage’’ if at least one of the patch’s pixels reported an outage of size
≥ 4, else we labeled it as ‘‘no outage’’. The positive training label, in
this case, was ‘‘outage’’ and the negative was ‘‘no outage’’.

5.1.1. Data arrangement for random forest and logistic regression
For Accra’s NL grid divided into patches of size 𝑘 × 𝑘, the dataset

contained 𝑚 × 𝑛 rows and 𝑘2 columns, where 𝑚 represents the total
number of days and 𝑛 is the total number of monitored patches. Each
row basically represented a unique patch-day tuple. For each patch-
day tuple, the dataset contained 𝑘2 features (or columns) where each
feature represented the z-score of a unique pixel in that patch on
that day. Each patch-day tuple also had an associated boolean label,
i.e., whether the patch was under an outage or not on that day.

5.1.2. Data arrangement for Z-score threshold-based classifier
Instead of using z-scores of all the unique pixels belonging to a patch

on a given day as features, we only used the mean of those z-scores as
a feature for a patch-day tuple. The final dataset contained 𝑚 × 𝑛 rows
and 1 columns, where the column represented mean z-scores.

5.1.3. Data splitting
We used the first 16 months of data for training our models, the

following 6 months for validation, and the remaining 5 months for
testing. In later evaluations, we also explored the robustness of these
methods under temporally and spatially partitioned data splits.

5.2. Prediction models

5.2.1. Z-score threshold-based classifier (ZT)
Motivated by the results shown in Fig. 7, we implemented a simple

classification method to threshold on z-scores. If the mean z-score of a
patch on a given day (𝑧_𝑘) lied beyond the threshold, i.e., 𝑧_𝑘 > 𝑧_𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟
or 𝑧_𝑘 < 𝑧_𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟, it got classified as experiencing an ‘‘outage’’ and ‘‘no
outage’’ otherwise. We trained one model for every patch size setting
and then selected the set of hyperparameters – 𝑧_𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 and 𝑧_𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 –
that gave the best training results for each setting.

5.2.2. Logistic regression (LR)
Convolutional neural networks are the most popular image classifi-

cation models and to the best of our knowledge, the smallest images
that CNNs have been used for classification are the MNIST images,
which are of size 20 × 20 pixels2 [36]. Since a CNN would be best
suited for relatively larger patches – even a 10 × 10 patch in our case
is too big as it represents an area of approximately 4.5 × 4.5 km2 – a
CNN was not the right choice for our work. We decided to use logistic
regression since it is the logical choice for binary classification when
the data precludes the use of a multi-layer classification CNN. We used
an L2 penalty for regularization and implemented grid search to tune
7

the model’s hyperparameter using training data.
Fig. 9. ROC-AUC by patch size for three different classifiers. Patch size has no
significant impact on models’ performance.

Table 1
Performance summary table (ZT-z-score threshold, RF-random forest, LR-logistic
regression). Positive labels = 40, patch size = 1.

Model ROC- TP FP TN FN prec- Recall FPR
AUC ision (TPR)

ZT 0.86 36 1206 6692 4 0.03 0.90 0.15
LR 0.93 31 118 7780 9 0.21 0.78 0.01
RF 0.91 36 1130 6768 4 0.03 0.90 0.14

5.2.3. Random forest classifier (RF)
Random forest is an ensemble machine learning technique that com-

bines multiple base classifiers or decision trees; its one major benefit is
that it is not very prone to over-fitting [37]. The number of trees in the
forest and the maximum depth of a tree were the two hyperparameters
tuned using grid search for training the model.

It is important to note that classifiers like LR and RF predict the
probability of each class. In a binary classification task, if a reading’s
probability is < 0.5 it is assigned a particular class, if not it is assigned
the other class. The default probability threshold of 0.5 is not optimal
for imbalanced datasets like ours. Therefore, the probability threshold
was also added to the list of hyperparameters that were tuned using
grid search for training LR and RF.

5.3. Results & evaluation

Accuracy is not a strong indicator of a model’s performance when
the dataset is imbalanced. For example, in our scenario we could simply
predict each patch to never contain an outage regardless of the z-scores
contained within and, due to the relative infrequency of outages, we
would in this way obtain an accuracy of over 95%. So instead we
resort to the Receiver Operating Characteristics-Area Under the Curve
(ROC-AUC) value for evaluating the performance of our classification
models. The ROC curve plots a model’s true positive rate (TPR) to
its false positive rate (FPR) as a function of the probability threshold
value [38]. The larger the area under the ROC curve, the better a
model’s capability to correctly classify the positive class (outage) as
positive and the negative class (no outage) as negative [38]. ROC-AUC
varies from 0 to 1 where 0.5 represents random guessing. ROC-AUC
can also be thought of as an objective measure to quantify how well a
model performs at predicting compared to randomly guessing.

All the models described earlier in this section had their opti-
mal hyperparameters determined via cross-validation for each of the
patch size settings. Hyperparameter optimization using cross-validation
helped us keep a check on model overfitting. Models were then trained
using the determined hyperparameters and ROC-AUC scores were com-
puted on the held-out test sets. Fig. 9 shows the ROC-AUC value for all
the classifiers by patch size.

LR and RF showed a modest performance improvement as the patch

size increased, while ZT’s performance deteriorated. This difference in
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performances of LR/RF and ZT can be attributed to two reasons: First,
LR and RF are capable of learning more complex decision boundaries
than ZT. ZT has a strictly linear decision boundary. Second, by treating
the z-score of each pixel inside a patch as a unique training feature,
LR and RF can perform multi-dimensional (multi-feature) binary clas-
sification leveraging the local information of a patch. But the ZT model
loses this local information because it only uses a single feature – mean
z-score of a patch – for classification.

Nevertheless, all the models perform reasonably well for the small-
est patch size setting of 1, i.e., at a pixel level. Pixel level outage
stimation is the most desirable due to two important reasons: First,
ince pixel-level (≈450 m × 450 m) is the most granular, aggregation

of pixel-level predictions would allow us to obtain outage estimates at
any desired neighborhood level, which would not be possible with, for
example, a 10×10 patch (≈4.5 km×4.5 km). Second, there is a potential
chance of high label noise at higher patch settings because not every
pixel in a patch is being monitored by PowerWatch sensors. Let us take
an example of a 10×10 patch that contains a single monitored pixel. In
uch a case, if the monitored pixel is not experiencing an outage, the
atch would be labeled as ‘‘no outage’’, even though all the remaining
n-monitored pixels would be experiencing an outage. The likelihood of
uch label noise occurring grows quadratically with patch side length
hich makes it even more difficult to trust the prediction results at
igher patch size settings. Thus, having discussed the rationale behind
avoring pixel-level outage estimations, we perform all the further
valuations only using the patch of size 1.

Table 1 shows the performance summary of the classifiers for a
atch of size 1. ZT and RF were able to correctly identify 90% of
he actual outages while LR identified 78% of them. ZT and RF show

significantly high number of false positives (FP) relative to LR. FP
eans ‘‘no outage’’ entries are classified as ‘‘outages’’ by an algorithm.
igh FPs could represent cases when a large outage was detected by

he satellite but since it did not impact the PowerWatch sensors inside
pixel, it was not reported. This is possible when a large outage impacts

he circuit different from the one(s) PowerWatch sensors are connected
o. True negative (TN) cases represent the algorithm correctly labeling
‘no outage’’ events while false negative (FN) cases represent the algo-
ithm incorrectly labeling ‘‘outage’’ events as ‘‘no outage’’ events. FNs
ould possibly be cases when PowerWatch sensors detect an outage that
oes not impact the street lights and so the event goes undetected by
he satellite. Low precision scores can be attributed to a high imbalance
n the dataset and a significantly high number of FP relative to the total
umber of actual positive cases.

Depending on the context of a problem being addressed, the best-
erforming model – a model with maximum ROC-AUC – might not
lways be the right solution. Therefore, in addition to ROC-AUC, the
odel selection process should also consider the trade-offs between
ifferent derivations of the confusion matrix (FP vs FN, precision vs.
ecall). In this work, for example, we believe that FNs have a higher
ost than FPs. An FN is a case the system believes there is not an outage
here there is actually an outage, a costly mistake for consumers who
ay go longer without a service repair, and utilities who cannot learn

orrect patterns about how to increase operational efficiency. An FP is
case where the system reports an outage and there is none, the cost of
hich could be largely mitigated by calling the local utility engineer in

he region predicted as experiencing a failure. Therefore, we evaluate
erformance with FN as our metric of choice and find that all three
odels performed well — exhibiting significantly fewer FNs at the cost

f higher rates of FPs.
We chose LR and RF for conducting further experiments and an-

lyzing case studies for two reasons: (1) both the models have high
OC-AUC scores, and (2) each model has a different strong point — LR
as the lowest FPR and RF has the highest recall (TPR).
8

Fig. 10. Mean ROC-AUC value by the amount of historical temporal data used for
training RF and LR for patch size = 1.

Table 2
Results of the spatial splitting experiment. Patch size = 1.

Model ROC- Recall FPR TNR FNR
AUC (TPR)

LR 0.95 0.89 0.10 0.90 0.10
RF 0.92 0.88 0.12 0.88 0.12

5.3.1. Temporal splitting
What is the minimum amount of historical NL data (z-scores) re-

quired for training a model to make reasonable supply inconsistency
predictions for a patch size of 1? We employed a sliding window ap-
proach for the temporal splitting of training and testing data. Windows
of different sizes were used to vary the temporal range of training
data from 3 to 24 months in increments of 3 months. One step of the
process involved training RF and LR using the data present inside the
window and testing on the NL z-scores during the month following
right after the window. We predicted whether a monitored pixel had
an outage on a particular day during that month. After every step, the
window is moved forward by 1 month and then the training–testing
on limited temporal data is repeated until the end of the data timeline.
We recorded the ROC-AUC value at every step and report the mean
ROC-AUC value for each window size in Fig. 10. We implemented two
rules to be able to evaluate the test output using ROC-AUC: (1) training
data should contain at least 2 outage instances, and (2) test data should
contain at least 1 outage instance. An instance is a pixel-day tuple and
an outage instance represents a pixel-day tuple labeled as experiencing
an outage. The first rule was set to ensure successful stratified splitting
of training data into training and validation sets. Stratified splitting
tries to create a train/validation split such that each split has the
same proportion of ‘‘outage’’ and ‘‘no outage’’ instances [39], which
requires at least 2 outage instances to be present in the original training
dataset. Furthermore, TPR and FPR measurements essential for ROC-
AUC computations require both – positive (‘‘outage’’) and negative (‘‘no
outage’’) – examples to be present in the test set. Therefore, the second
rule was set to ensure the validity of ROC-AUC computations. Fig. 10
shows that only 3 months of historical data were enough for LR to
make accurate predictions and adding any amount of extra data only
minimally improved performance. For RF, adding more historical data
improved performance almost linearly.

5.3.2. Spatial splitting
PowerWatch sensors are deployed in 13 different areas spread

across 3 districts in Accra. Unlike temporal splitting where we pre-
served space and split data by time, here we preserve the entire timeline
and split the data by space. RF and LR were trained using z-scores
of monitored pixels belonging to 11 areas and were then tested on
data from the remaining 2 areas. Trained models predicted when a
monitored pixel in the 2 test areas experienced an outage over their
entire monitoring timeline. Spatial-splitting experiment was repeated
multiple times with a random selection of 11 areas for training and 2
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Fig. 11. The number of outages per pixel predicted by LR using NL data versus actual
supply unavailability from the Dumsor Report during April–May 2015. Each point
represents an area monitored by the Dumsor Report group [32]. Areas reported as
experiencing longer duration of outages by the Dumsor Report were also identified as
areas experiencing higher frequency of outages per pixel by our NL-based predictors.

areas for testing in every iteration, ensuring that every area is included
in the test set at least once. LR and RF exhibited average ROC-AUC
values of 0.95 and 0.92, with standard deviations of 0.04 and 0.05
respectively. Table 2 summarizes the results of this experiment. LR
and RF exhibited similar performance with high recall and low FNR
which shows that models are capable of correctly predicting outages in
areas they were not trained for. These results provide an encouraging
first step towards validating the applicability of this model in settings
beyond Accra.

We observed that both models exhibited better ROC-AUC in spatial
splitting experiments compared to temporal splitting experiments. In
temporal-splitting, we train the model on a fraction of the data timeline
for all geographic areas as discussed in Section 5.3.1, while in spatial-
splitting we train the model on the entire data timeline over a fraction
of geographic areas. Training models using the entire data timeline, for
spatial-splitting experiments, seems to make models learn the region’s
outage dynamics better, leading to more promising prediction results
for the held-out set. It suggests that temporal variations like weather
are more influential than the physical differences imposed by the city
making temporal-splitting relatively more challenging.

5.4. Dumsor report

In this section, we compare our system against one additional
dataset from Accra. Local researchers working independently of the
utility studied the frequency and duration of power outages in 21
different areas in Accra during the peak Dumsor period. They collected
this data over two weeks (April 28 to May 15, 2015) using volunteers
and mobile surveys, asking participants to keep a journal of outage
start and stop times [32]. Considering the presence of human error in
recorded measurements, and the otherwise spatially- and temporally-
limited sample, this is not ideal ground truth. Although the Dumsor
Report represents a relatively small and likely incomplete dataset,
it is one of the only quantitative datasets on grid reliability during
Dumsor [40], and is one of the only sources of data to compare model
performance against.

LR and RF models trained on NL data of monitored pixels were used
to predict outages at pixel level in 21 areas covered by the Dumsor
Report. As a metric of predicted supply inconsistency, we measured
the total number of predicted outages per pixel for every area and
compared it with the observations presented in the Dumsor Report,
which we show in Fig. 11. Our data largely agrees with the Dumsor
Report — regions that were reported to have experienced a higher
duration of supply unavailability according to the Dumsor Report were
also the regions predicted to have experienced a higher number of
outages per pixel during nighttime. Pearson correlation coefficient (𝑟)
9

values of 0.69 and 0.68 for LR and RF, respectively, show that our
models are able to reasonably identify and correctly rank regions based
on their power-supply inconsistencies, giving us confidence that our
model can uncover large supply inconsistencies across regions in Accra,
even over short periods.

It is important to note that obtaining high-quality ground truth
reliability data for training and evaluating models is a challenging
task. Most utilities use the supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) system to capture outage data at high-voltage (HV) and
medium-voltage (MV) levels. However, the majority of the utilities,
particularly in developing countries, either do not capture or do not
share access to low-voltage (LV) distribution grid outage data. HV/MV
outages occur rarely and have a wider footprint, while LV outages
tend to occur more frequently and have a smaller footprint. Due to
these differences in characteristics of HV/MV and LV outages, training
models just on HV/MV level outages might not perform well further
down the hierarchy of the grid. However, LV-level, time-series outage
data sensed using advanced metering infrastructure can be a reliable
source of ground truth to train and evaluate our models. Such a dataset
can even augment the model training process that could potentially
improve the performance and generality of our models.

6. Discussion

6.1. Potential applications

NL-based outage detection enables a number of potential applica-
tions, including but not limited to:

• Identifying regions experiencing frequent outages in a city or an
entire country would require large-scale deployment of smart sensors
which can be expensive. This can be achieved at a significantly lower
cost by leveraging the granular insights gained from freely available
NL data. Furthermore, the global consistency of NL data allows us to
perform cross geographical grid reliability comparisons at no cost.

• It can serve as a system monitoring tool that allows electricity reg-
ulators, policy-makers, and international donors to track and evalu-
ate grid reliability independently from the utilities on a daily basis
without physical intervention.

• International organizations like the World Bank conduct annual in-
frastructure surveys that contain little information on grid reliability.
These surveys are aggregated at country level and are subject to
measurement noise [1]. Highly granular and consistent grid reliabil-
ity estimates (pixel-level) obtained using NL data can complement
infrastructure surveys.

• Utilities often use two metrics – SAIDI (System Average Interruption
Duration Index) and SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency
Index) – to quantify grid reliability. SAIDI and SAIFI represent the
average duration and frequency of interruption experienced by a
customer over a year respectively. The quality of data and methodolo-
gies to compute SAIDI and SAIFI vary widely. NL data can be used
to verify the utility-reported SAIDI and SAIFI values to ensure the
veracity of claims made by utilities.

• For utilities, having better spatio-temporal visibility into supply in-
consistencies can help in recommending targeted maintenance and
allocating outage response resources. This can help to reduce the
number of interruptions, and also enhance revenue from increased
electricity sales.

• NL-based outage estimates can complement other research that stud-
ies the economic and political effects of variable grid reliability.
The creation of a spatially-explicit detailed historical record of out-
ages can help with evaluating long-term grid performance improve-
ments, studying the equity of outages across regions, and identifying
disparities causing varied outage experiences.
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6.2. Shortcomings and limitations

We also introduce some vital shortcomings and limitations associ-
ated with measuring outages via NL data with verification via Power-
Watch sensors:

• As stated in Section 3.1, NL data are recorded only once per night per
region, limiting the number of outages that could be captured by the
satellite to only the outages that persist as the satellite flies over. For
Accra, nighttime power supply inconsistency is reasonably indicative
of daytime power supply inconsistency, but this may not be true for
other cities.

• The number of outages observed by the satellite is further reduced by
the loss of daily NL data due to clouds. It is important to note that data
cleaning to mitigate clouds is standard practice [5,19] and the need
for this filter is fundamental. Throughout this work, we have reported
the data filtered to inform researchers considering the suitability of
this dataset.

• Accuracy of the cloud cover classification technique used in the
VIIRS suite is ≈85% [31]. As a consequence, some cloudy pixels get
misclassified as cloud-free and vice versa, which leaves residual noise
in the NL dataset even after the pre-processing stage.

• Temporal constraints of the nightlight data source make real-time
observations infeasible.

• NL satellite observations are heavily influenced by street lighting in
the area. PowerWatch sensors are connected to residential and small
commercial customers that often individually do not have enough
external lighting to impact the overall radiance of a pixel. Outages
reported by PowerWatch sensors can be limited to a small set of
houses being supplied by a faulty transformer which has no impact
on the street lighting in the area. In such cases, an outage that affects
a house or a group of houses may only have a small impact on the
overall pixel radiance, going undetected by the satellite.

• PowerWatch sensors report only the outages that affect the houses
or shops they are monitoring. There may be outages of varying sizes
that do not impact PowerWatch customers but do have an impact on
the radiance of a pixel, thereby affecting the results of our analysis.
This introduces label noise in an already imbalanced dataset which
limits the prediction performance. In this work, we minimize the
effect of label noise by focusing only on pixel-level predictions. But
as the likelihood of label noise increases with increasing patch size,
predictions over larger patches become highly uncertain.

• The overall data distribution is skewed or imbalanced because events
like outages are rare and an even smaller number of outages is
captured by the satellite. Such imbalance introduces five major chal-
lenges: (1) increases the likelihood of model overfitting, (2) training
models using conventional metrics like accuracy becomes unproduc-
tive, (3) an extra hyperparameter – probability threshold – needs to
be tuned, (4) model selection becomes more complex — the best
performing model might not be the best solution for a problem,
(5) label noise in an imbalanced dataset can deteriorate prediction
performance. Throughout Section 5, we have reported the steps taken
to address these challenges.

Despite all the limitations, it is important to note that deployment
cost limits the coverage of PowerWatch sensors in Accra and other
geographies. Our nightlight-based system, which does not depend on
expensive deployments, might be a realistic way to take critical grid
performance measurements in many countries, even if imperfect due
to resolution limitations.

6.3. Future work

6.3.1. Predictive performance
In order to increase the predictive performance of our model, we
10

would expect to need some combination of NL data with a higher
spatial resolution (allowing us to see smaller outages), longer sam-
pling periods (allowing us to see more outages), and/or faster samples
(allowing us to see shorter outages). Further, if these features are
made available, we may be able to characterize the behavior of the
grid beyond just outages (i.e., looking for rolling outages, studying
household and/or rural energy usage patterns, etc.). However, without
improvements, this work remains if not out-of-reach, then at least much
more difficult with NL data alone.

Modest improvements using the existing data might be obtained
with some research into the machine learning methods. For example, a
kernel-based or simple convolutional model could help better identify
outages by leveraging spatial proximities of abnormal pixel illumina-
tion. The intuition here is that three pixels with all abnormally low
NL values are more likely to be an outage if they are right next to
each other than if they were distributed randomly in a 5 × 5 grid. Our
current method does not have the spatial structure to capture such an
insight. Furthermore, our current method does not particularly consider
the impact of weather conditions or seasons on the underlying NL dis-
tributions that impact z-score computations. Considering a different NL
distribution per month/season instead of a year in z-score calculations
could potentially help us mitigate the impact of temporal variations in
NL data.

While we wait for higher resolution and more frequent satellite
images, improving and augmenting ground truth data used to train
our models could also improve predictive performance. Existing data
on outages collected by grid operators through advanced metering in-
frastructure should be explored (using similar methods like this work).
Further, high-quality simulation of failures in regions without ground
truth measurements might additionally bootstrap prediction accuracy.

6.3.2. Generalizing satellite-based outage detection
Having a technique that generalizes to different contexts is a pre-

requisite to studying grid reliability across multiple regions. A key
motivation of this work is a vision of globally-scaled observations of
grid reliability, and although our system works well in Accra, we
found that it does not trivially cross borders. From a machine learning
perspective, this is hardly surprising; related work [41] that estimates
economic outcomes of importance in Sub-Saharan Africa from satellite
imagery has found that labeled data from many countries is vital for
good out-of-sample prediction. However, given the normalizing prop-
erties of Z-scores and the relatively high performance of our ML models,
it seems plausible that further sensor data from additional cities could
rapidly improve the out-of-sample performance of this model. One
possibility to note is that the behavior of the grid is not homogeneous
across the Earth, and a single global model may be sub-optimal. Instead,
we plan on developing different predictors for different regions, raising
questions about exactly how local a predictor needs to be, and also
potentially increasing dependence on multiple different local ground
truth outage datasets.

7. Conclusion

Nightlight data are becoming popular as researchers uncover pieces
of a compelling puzzle, and as policymakers and multi-lateral organi-
zations become more aware of the consequences of massive data gaps
that otherwise could only be filled by massive spending. However,
nightlight data at its current spatial, temporal, and noise characteris-
tics are not a turn-key solution for monitoring energy inconsistencies,
and, like any other tool, are useful, but only for the right applica-
tions. For the right application, our methodology is powerful. Two
of the major international reliability KPIs, SAIDI and SAIFI, are of-
ten built from utility-collected data that undersample high-, medium-,
and low-voltage outages. If our system can better estimate high- and
medium-voltage outages which tend to be larger in size, leaving smaller
low-voltage outages on the table until the next generation of satellites,
that alone meaningfully raises the quality of these estimates, returning
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Fig. A.1. Frequency of outages by binned cloud cover measurements. The frequency
of outages was calculated by dividing the number of outages triggered for every cloud-
cover bin by the total number of times the cloud-cover bin was encountered in Accra.
Outages are more common but not exclusive to higher cloud cover levels.

value to regulators, utilities, and researchers. Also interesting is that
while we show we can improve satellite-based models by training
based on measurements collected by sensors on the ground, we observe
the need to generalize our technique. This opens a new direction of
research, allowing us to imagine a hybrid system that better anticipates
the correct, minimal set of data needed on Earth to best support the
efforts from space, which could further improve the accuracy and value
of remote measurements of the grid and other complicated, massive,
critical, and understudied systems.
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Appendix A. Clouds and outages

We lose 57.6% of Accra’s total NL readings due to cloud cover.
However, outage frequency increases during inclement weather [42],
so while clouds limit our total number of samples, they also provide
us with a signal to test our detector against. Here, we explore if there
is a higher rate of outages in Accra on cloudier days (as expected),
and estimate the data lost due to clouds on the overall proportion of
detectable outages.

We used PowerWatch outage data and Accra’s historical hourly
cloud-cover data downloaded using the World Weather Online (WWO)
API [43] to see if more outages tend to occur on cloudier days.
We assumed that the hourly cloud-cover level across Accra remained
consistent and equal to the hourly cloud-cover data from WWO API.
WWO Cloud-cover readings ranged from 0 to 100 and so for simplicity,
we grouped the cloud-cover readings into 10 discrete bins, each of size
10 as shown in Fig. A.1. For every cloud-cover bin, we then calculated
11
the corresponding frequency of outages as the ratio of the total number
of outages that started during the presence of that cloud-cover bin to
the total number of times that specific cloud-cover bin was encountered
in Accra. As shown in Fig. A.1, it was found that, in Accra, more outages
tend to occur on cloudier days but they are not exclusive to cloudier
days. This finding suggests that the cloud-free outage dataset is not
biased towards days with fewer outages.

When relying on information from cloud-free NL readings, we found
that flyover outages constituted 26% of all outages that occurred during
the satellite’s observation period (0–3 am local time) on cloud-free
nights. However, we would like to account for the number of outage-
day pairs that occurred during the flyover period but otherwise went
unobserved due to the presence of clouds, which we can do by interpo-
lating from the PowerWatch dataset. We are comfortable with a simple
interpolation because, as discussed above, the frequency of outages
during high cloud cover and low cloud cover was not significantly
different, giving us confidence that the cloud-free NL dataset would
not be biased towards periods with low outage frequency. According
to PowerWatch readings, a total of 1510 outage-day pairs occurred
during the satellite’s observation period on cloudy nights, allowing us
to estimate that 353 outage-day pairs (26%) would have been captured
by the satellite if not for the clouds.

Appendix B. Dispersion index

B.1. Dispersion index computation

We identified the dispersion index of a pixel’s radiance as one of
the indices indicative of power outages. Dispersion index for a pixel 𝑝
is calculated as 𝐷𝑡𝑝 = 𝜎2𝑡 𝑝∕ℎ𝑡𝑝, where 𝜇𝑡𝑝 and 𝜎2𝑡 𝑝 are the mean and
variance of pixel 𝑝’s radiance computed over a specific timeline 𝑡 –
weeks, months, or years. This metric was previously proposed [10] as
a means of comparing NL-based supply inconsistency estimates across
different cities. According to that work, higher dispersion of radiance
in a city represents higher fluctuations in its brightness, which can be
a potential indicator of inconsistent power supplies.

B.2. Detecting outages using dispersion index

Dispersion index is a metric proposed in [10] for using nighttime
illumination levels to compare the consistency of the power supply of
different regions. As discussed in Section 3.1, dispersion index is the
ratio of the variance to the mean of a pixel’s radiance. The monthly
dispersion index is computed for every monitored pixel using cloud-
free NL data. According to [10], a higher dispersion value for a pixel
indicates fluctuating lighting levels, which in turn could be the result
of an inconsistent power supply, while a lower dispersion value could
potentially indicate a stable supply. The authors of [10] demonstrate
that it is possible to identify and compare supply fluctuations in two
different cities with comparable ranges of NL radiance – Dhaka and
Nairobi – using the dispersion index value. In this work, we applied the
same methodology to compare dispersion index values of pixels with
different outage frequencies.

B.3. Dumsor detection using dispersion index

Monthly/yearly dispersion index values were calculated using the
monthly/yearly mean and variance of a pixel’s raw NL radiance. The
median monthly/yearly dispersion index values of all the pixels across
Accra were computed to obtain the monthly/yearly dispersion index
for the entire region of Accra.

Fig. B.2 shows Accra’s monthly and yearly median dispersion index
over time. A higher dispersion index represents greater fluctuations in
the radiance. The monthly and yearly plots in Fig. B.2 show that Accra’s

dispersion index peaked during 2015 and 2016, matching the Dumsor
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Fig. B.2. Median NL dispersion index of Accra’s NL radiance over time. A significant
pike in the dispersion index indicates unstable lighting levels during the peak
‘Dumsor’’ period — late 2014 to early 2016.

Fig. B.3. A plot of dispersion index by outage frequency. Each point represents a
monitored pixel. The legend represents radiance ranges to indicate pixels belonging to
groups having a similar range of mean radiances for comparison purposes. 𝑟2 values
or radiance groups (10, 20], (20, 30], and (30, 40] are 0.09, 0.006, and 0.51 respectively.
his shows that an NL-based dispersion index is not very representative of supply

nconsistencies at a pixel level.

imeline and indicating that the Dumsor outages not only reduced the
verall mean radiance of the region but also resulted in a high degree
f lighting fluctuations.

The results obtained using the dispersion index showed that the
ndex was able to detect large changes in lighting on the ground via
atellite data [12–14]. Furthermore, the decreasing trend of Accra’s
ispersion index following 2015 indicates improvement in the region’s
ower-supply consistency following peak Dumsor. This observation
ligns with the information on progressively more stable power as
eported by Ghanaian utilities [33,34]. Although the dispersion index
assed the sanity check, it did not prove to be an influential metric for
tudying different outage experiences at pixel level as discussed in the
ext section.

.4. Dispersion index and outage frequency

In Section 4.3 of the main paper, we demonstrated that the night-
ights dispersion index can be indicative of power supply inconsis-
encies at the city level. As an extension to that study, we analyzed
he effectiveness of an NL-based dispersion index in estimating power
upply inconsistencies at a pixel level by attempting to understand
f pixels with higher outage frequency experienced higher lighting
luctuations and thereby higher dispersion. Outage frequency for every
ixel is equal to the outages experienced by a pixel divided by the
otal number of days it was monitored by the sensors. Additionally, as
tated in [10], dispersion index can only be used to compare cities with
12

imilar mean radiances, and so we grouped pixels with a similar range
of mean radiances together, creating 3 different groups of pixels: low-
range (𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∈ (10, 20]), medium-range (𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∈ (20, 30]), and
high-range (𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∈ (30, 40]). Two important observations can be

ade based on the output shown in Fig. B.3: (1) The higher the mean
adiance of the group, the higher the overall dispersion index value is.
his observation matches well with results in [10] that indicate that
he higher the mean radiance of a country, the higher its dispersion
ndex is. For example, the dispersion index of Shanghai is higher than
he dispersion index of Nairobi, and (2) 𝑟2 values for radiance groups
(10, 20], (20, 30], and (30, 40] are 0.09, 0.006, and 0.51 respectively,
showing that the relationship between outage frequency and dispersion
index at a pixel-level is not very obvious and so it is difficult to estimate
power supply inconsistencies simply using dispersion index at a pixel-
level. Nevertheless, the dispersion index is a valuable metric to compare
power supply inconsistencies using nighttime lights across cities with a
comparable range of mean radiances.
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